We describe an expansion of Legendre polynomials, analogous to the Taylor expansion, to approximate arbitrary functions. We show that the polynomial coefficients in Legendre expansion, thus, the whole series, converge to zero much more rapidly compared to the Taylor expansion of the same order. Furthermore, using numerical analysis with sixth-order polynomial expansion, we demonstrate that the Legendre polynomial approximation yields an error at least an order of magnitude smaller than the analogous Taylor series approximation. This strongly suggests that Legendre expansions, instead of Taylor expansions, should be used when global accuracy is important.
continuous points x over the interval [a, b] is given by s = 1 b − a´b a E (y(x) − E(y(x))) (x − E(x)))dx 1 b − a´b a (x − E(x)) 2 dx (1) where E(x) denotes the expectation of x. Because x is uniform in [a, b] , the denominator of the equation 1 23 can be written as
where σ dx . Plugging equations 5 and 6 into equation 3, equation 4 can be written as
Finally, combining equations 7 and 2, equation 1 can be rewritten as
which is just an average with respect to a quadratic kernel that is centered at the midpoint of the interval 
which are orthogonal functions with respect to the L 2 inner product 
By completing the sum of squares, the expected integrated squared residual error for equation 11 can be 41 written as
The term
in equation 11 has a simple and telling interpretation. Note that
which follows from equation 9. The integral in equation 14 can be solved using integration by parts, and 44 none of the boundary terms appear in the solution because d
where β(a, b; c, d) is a beta probability distribution with (a, b) degrees of freedom, shifted and scaled so that 47 it lies on the interval [c, d] , and E β(n+1,n+1;a,b) (·) is the expected value with respect to this distribution.
48
Therefore, the contribution of each of the n th −order Legendre polynomial to the residual error for equation 11
49
(shown in equation 12) can be rewritten as 
and the entire series (equation 11) takes the form
The series in equation 19 converges much more rapidly than the Taylor series because the coefficient
n n! converges to zero much more rapidly than the analogous term 1/n! in Taylor series. Further-57 more, if |d n y/dx n | ≤ Kα n for arbitrary constants K and α, it is easy to show (by Stirling's formula and by 58 the nature of Legendre functions) that the squared norm of the n th term is bounded above by
Note that the multiplier of the numerator, but not that of the denominator, of equation 20 is bounded. 
16(n
for n 0 + k ≥ n 0 . This shows that the sum of squares of the terms after the n th 0 term is at most twice 63 the size of the previous term, and the series is dominated by a geometric sequence with a decay constant 64 1 /2. Because one can start with any arbitrary n ≥ n 0 , the upper bound of the absolute value of n th term (equation 20) can be reduced arbitrarily by simply increasing the number of terms, n.
66
Demonstrating convergence in absolute value is also simple because the Legendre polynomials are nor-67 malized so that they are bounded by one. The bound, equivalent to that in equation 20, for the maximum 68 of the n th term is given as:
This bound also indicates that for the same n 0 (as above), the maximum norm of each successive term is 70 again less than 2 −k max(T n0 ). Similar to above, for large n 0 , the absolute value of the terms n > n 0 is less 71 than twice the absolute value of the term n 0 , which can be arbitrarily small. Thus, the Legendre Polynomial 72 expansion converges at a very rapid rate. 
Numerical Results

74
There is no simple computable remainder (corresponding to the one in Taylor series expansion) in
75
Legendre polynomial approximation, but only bounds (see above)
. Therefore, we demonstrate the im- 
to quantify the accuracy in approximation (Table 1) . to Taylor polynomials of the same order. Note that using six coefficients, even the least improvement (in 88 Table 1 : Signal-to-noise ratios (in decibels) for the Taylor (T) and Legendre (L) polynomial approximations. Note the higher SNR for the Legendre polynomial approximation. The accuracy of Legendre polynomial approximation is significantly greater than that of Taylor approximation of equal order. should be noted that the geometric convergence is not possible in general for L p approximants if p = 2
103
[6]. Thus, approximation using Legendre polynomials can provide significant performance improvements in 104 practical applications. We also showed that Legendre polynomials has the additional advantage that an 105 arbitrary function can be approximated using non-uniformly spaced points on a given interval. Importantly,
106
its accuracy of approximation is substantially higher than that of the Taylor expansion with the same order 107 of polynomials, with a uniform error distribution across the entire interval. Therefore, Legendre expansion,
108
instead of Taylor expansion, should be used when global accuracy is important.
